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“In the main hall of the Imperial Palace, Liu Chan’s fist intent bound everyone present, making them 
unable to move. ” 
 
“After the old man agreed to the terms of the equivalent exchange, the contract appeared, and Liu 
Chan’s figure finally appeared in the hall. ” 
 
“All of the enemy Kingdom soldiers were flabbergasted to discover that a man had suddenly appeared 
by the old man’s side. However, they couldn’t move at all, and their hearts were gradually filled with 
fear. ” 
 
“However, Liu Chan did not care about the soldiers ‘surprised gazes. Instead, he turned to the old man 
and asked,”” ” 
 
“””Tell Me Your Wish!”” ” 
 
“The old man nodded his head shakily. He took a deep breath and said,”” ” 
 
“””I hope that you can help me overturn the enemy country and kill all their soldiers so that they will 
never be able to make a comeback!”” ” 
 
“The old man was clear that if the crisis of this invasion was resolved, the enemy country would come 
back again. ” 
 
“Only by completely subverting the enemy could they ensure the long-term existence of the foundation 
laid down by their ancestors. Even if they died, they would still have a direct descendant to inherit it. ” 
 
“Liu Zhe didn’t answer. Instead, he opened the analysis function and started to check the quality of the 
old man’s soul. ” 
 
An equivalent exchange would require the wish and the soul to be of equal value. 
 
“All the wishers ‘souls must be special souls, but whether it was worth it was still to be seen. ” 
 
“At this time, Lu Wu added a new piece of analysis information on the analysis panel,””soul quality.”” ” 
 
The quality displayed on this old man’s soul was: 0.8 
 
The quality of the soul was not the strength of the soul. 
 
“The strength of the soul could be enhanced with the improvement of strength, but the quality would 
not. Different souls had different qualities, and what Lu Wu wanted were these souls with special 
qualities. ” 
 
Only their souls would be transformed and compressed into special soul power in the contract. 
 
“After checking, Liu Chan shook his head,”” ” 



 
“””Your soul is not qualified enough for me to help you overturn the enemy country and make it so that 
they will never be able to rise again. You have to change to another one!”” ” 
 
“Hearing this, the old man’s face became desolate. He gritted his teeth and said,”” ” 
 
“””Then, you can help me kill all the enemy invaders inside and outside the city!”” ” 
 
“When Liu Zhe heard this, he waved his hand and summoned the “”lost contract”” made by Lu Wu, and 
then a ferocious devil’s head appeared in front of him. ” 
 
“After the contract was materialized, it was a balance scale. One end extended an energy line to connect 
with the old man, and the other end was the old man’s wish data. ” 
 
“The balance scale swayed at this moment, and the end that was connected to the old man slowly tilted 
upwards to reach a state of fine balance. At the same time, the devil’s head in the center of the balance 
scale lit up, indicating that this transaction was valid. ” 
 
“At this moment, Liu Chan nodded in satisfaction. ” 
 
“In fact, it wasn’t that Liu Chan was unwilling to help, but that the animalistic law required an equivalent 
exchange, and he couldn’t give too much. Only in this way could he obtain the wisher’s compressed soul 
power. ” 
 
“As for who made the rules of this firmament world, Liu Chan had also asked Lu Wu. ” 
 
“However, Lu Wu’s answer was that he didn’t know either. Perhaps it was the God of creation who 
created this law and the one who made all the rules. ” 
 
“Therefore, before they fully understood the lost darkness Maxim, they could only follow the prescribed 
route to explore and obtain it. ” 
 
“At this moment, the scale reached balance. Liu Chan nodded and said,”” ” 
 
“””The deal is fine, let’s start now!”” ” 
 
“As he spoke, Liu Chan waved his hand and dispersed his fist intent. Immediately, the soldiers who had 
stepped into the palace could move again. ” 
 
“They looked at Liu Chan in fear, not knowing what to do. ” 
 
“This was only a low level martial world with things like internal force, but he had never seen Liu Chan’s 
terrifying ability to freeze everyone with a wave of his hand. ” 
 
This was beyond their knowledge. 
 
“However, Liu Chan didn’t even have the intention to talk nonsense with them. He snapped his fingers, 
and the fist intent law suddenly descended again. ” 



 
“In an instant, all the enemy Kingdom soldiers who had stepped into the hall exploded into a mist of 
blood that slowly dispersed in the air. ” 
 
“In the face of absolute power, they didn’t even have the strength to resist. ” 
 
“As for their souls, they had also turned into soul power and experience points and were kept in Liu 
Chan’s personal space. ” 
 
“However, the soul power and experience provided by these mortals were not worth Liu Chan’s 
attention at all. They did not even add up to more than 100 soul coins. ” 
 
“At this moment, Liu Chan took a step forward and walked out of the palace. Everywhere he looked, he 
saw the enemy Kingdom’s soldiers. ” 
 
“””I’m sorry, but in order to complete the deal, you all have to die!”” ” 
 
“Standing in front of the Imperial Palace, facing the thousands of soldiers, Liu Chan slowly spoke. ” 
 
“At this moment, his voice resounded through the heavens and the earth. Then, countless blue fist 
prints appeared in the sky and fell like a meteor shower. ” 
 
“At this time, Liu Chan’s body did not move at all. He stood proudly, and his consciousness controlled 
the fist print to sweep through the bustling city. ” 
 
“In the face of Liu Chan’s strength, the enemy Kingdom soldiers were completely powerless to resist, not 
even to Dodge. ” 
 
“Martial grandmasters, grandmasters, sword Saints, and Imperials were all easily punched through like 
paper, reduced to dust. ” 
 
“At this moment, the old man in the palace Hall had also walked out of the main hall. When he saw the 
blue meteor shower outside and the countless enemy Kingdom soldiers that had been turned into dust 
by the meteor shower, he was completely stupefied. ” 
 
He couldn’t even believe such power. 
 
“Looking at Liu Chan, who was standing in front of him, and the indifference on his face, the old man’s 
heart could not help but tremble. ” 
 
Was this the power of a God? 
 
“However, Liu Chan did not pay any attention to the old man at all. He continued to control his fist 
intent to wreak havoc in the city. ” 
 
“In less than five minutes, all the enemy Kingdom soldiers in the city were dead. At this moment, Liu 
Chan turned to the old man and said,”” ” 
 



“””There’s another army outside the city. I’ll be right back. Wait a moment!”” ” 
 
“When the old man heard this, he immediately said,”” ” 
 
“””Can you take me with you? I want to see them destroyed with my own eyes!”” ” 
 
“Liu Chan thought for a while and nodded,”” ” 
 
“””Since this is my first time doing business, I’ll fulfill your conditions!”” ” 
 
“As Liu Chan’s voice fell, the old man suddenly felt an invisible force supporting him. His vision suddenly 
became blurry, and in the blink of an eye, he found himself outside the city. ” 
 
“Looking down at the enemy Kingdom’s Army, the old man was shocked. Then, a trace of anger 
appeared in his eyes. ” 
 
“””Kill them all! You can take my soul!”” ” 
 
“Liu Chan nodded, and then calmly threw a punch downward. ” 
 
“In an instant, the fist intent’s nomological laws condensed, and a blue light enveloped the area below. 
As the wind howled, the soldiers below were swallowed by the blue light before they could react. They 
left this world without any pain. ” 
 
“Dust billowed, and when the blue light faded, a ten-thousand-meter-wide pit had appeared. The 
enemy Army stationed there had long since ceased to exist. ” 
 
The old man couldn’t help but tremble at the sight. 
 
He couldn’t imagine that such power could be possessed by the seemingly ordinary people around him. 
 
What he couldn’t do even if he tried his best was completed by this God in a short time. It could even be 
said to be effortless. 
 
“He suddenly felt how small he was. As expected, the world was huge, but he was still a frog at the 
bottom of the well. Even the Supreme King’s path that he pursued was insignificant in the eyes of 
others. ” 
 
“””It’s time to go, do you have any last words?”” Liu Chan asked at this time. ” 
 
“The old man shook his head indifferently, his white hair dancing in the air. He clenched his fist and 
shouted towards the city, ” 
 
“””May my Jin Kingdom prosper forever!”” ” 
 
“Looking at the old man’s eyes, Liu Zhe sighed and summoned the lost contract. ” 
 



“At this moment, the contract automatically condensed. The old man’s dim yellow eyes suddenly lost 
focus. His soul was sucked into the contract and began to be converted and compressed … ” 
 
“After keeping the contract in his body, Liu Chan looked down at the people below and sighed again. 
Then, his figure disappeared. ” 
 
…… 
 
Liu Chan’s purpose for coming here this time was to complete the wish of the wisher and then obtain his 
soul. 
 
“When Lu Wu turned on the altar, he found countless prayers from various worlds outside the region. ” 
 
“However, he filtered out the information from the past. After all, whether the wisher still existed was a 
question. Instead, he chose the prayers that were relatively close in time and distributed them to the 
players. ” 
 
“At this moment, not only Liu Chan, but all the players also moved out. ” 
 
“They were heavenly demons, gods who could fulfill other people’s wishes. They were also evil demons 
whose hands were stained with blood and who tempted souls to fall … ” 


